
Sparkling Drops of Dew 
      At The Lotus Feet Of The Cosmic Guru

        For Beloved Mother Sai
              Our Cherished Aradhayaa

                     Every Breath An Aradhana
                                    A Lifelong Sadhana

…

…

…

This is not a book...but a gurgling brooklet 

flowing with the light of adoration from all of 

creation...choosing to joyfully caress and encircle 

the Lotus Feet...while humming the cosmic tune 

of an awakening...



Sai Lent…
Month Of Aradhana…



The days spanning March - April 2011 was a profound phase that 

crucially impacted all of mankind, for it included a Divine Decision, the 

enactment of a momentous episode that brought on a storm of 

emotions, shook the globe while impacting the destiny of Earth and 

the human race.

It is up to each of us to dwell upon this phase, what it conveys as 

regards the unfathomable magnitude vis-à-vis the contamination of 

humanity, of earth, besides other cosmic issues that He selflessly 

chose to inflict upon His Divine Frame for the ultimate benefit and 

ascension of human beings. 

Accordingly, the extraordinary significance of this period has to 

be devotedly honoured, its sanctity upheld in a consolidated 

manner…to continue on as a dedication till the last breath. 

Prelude

Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai

28th March – 24th April 2011 and its Significance
Forever we remain at the threshold of the Advent of the Avatar. For we 

have not known even a glimpse of the Fathomless Whole. What we were 

allowed to view was simply a hint of the preview. The era of Sri Sathya 

Sai has much, so much more in store. He is Everything, yet, He is 

Nothing…everything is nothing without Him…and nothing is everything 

with Him.

The sentiments which meander through the pages of this 

'Brooklet'…brim from deep within my core…the soul glistens and 

flows with a soft light…a brook that lovingly caresses the Lotus 

Feet…yearning to stream as a river…that gushes to merge in 

Beloved Mother Sai…the Supreme Ocean of Effulgence. 

For the art work and design, my gratitude seeks blessings for dear 

brother - Ramdas Kasav, whose creativity stems from a celestial 

sphere.

Jai Sai Ram.

jullie chaudhuri

pune



The Supreme Advent of Sathya Sai…

How could the Lord delay or deny,

Thus,

So too the appealing sighs of Mother Earth,

Any longer,

Came about the Advent of the Supreme,

God walk the Earth,

Of Benedictions and Blessings a Cosmic Burst,

In response to plaintive pleas and many a cry,

Made Earth spectacularly glisten,

From saints, sages, those meek, helpless and weak,

A most Holy Incarnation,

How fortunate are we all… 

…to have watched,

This requires the association of our heart, mind, body and soul in 

selfless living, constant cleansing and forgiving, ceaseless giving 

and unconditional loving.

Whether anyone knows of it or not, whether anyone acknowledges it or 

not, the Supreme Truth is that…it is the Sathya of Sai…His Infinite 

Eternal Essence…that is the Life Bequeathing Energy, the Source of the 

Universe, the Elan Vital – the Vital Force. His Essence essentially fills 

and fulfils creation, His Essence grants life, His Essence is the guide, the 

path, the goal, the way. A minuscule gleam from His Transcendental 

Ray…is the cause of what we perceive as the Cosmic Ballet. 

His Essence sustains all…yet, Mother Earth, saints, Himalayan 

sages, the wise, the weak, meek, downtrodden, the 

ordinary…yearn and seek His Appearance…urgently need His 

Presence too!

May we realise ourselves to be that iridescent wave upon the 

Shimmering Sea of Truth…going on to be One with the 

undefinable magnificent Sathya of Sai.   

Sai Lent…The Period Sai Lent Us…



And their life sanctify,

Came 'that' million volt electric jolt,

Unexpected, Sudden and Abrupt,

That's Beloved Mother Sai…

That did and do still stun and stupefy,

The decades flew by,

Indescribable, Incomprehensible,

For the Divine can only be experienced,

With mystical sagas, leelas and miracles,

None can describe nor classify,

Continues to touch zillions of lost hearts and souls,

A Mystifying Mystery,

Unfathomable to finite human minds,

His Mercy and Compassion,

And then,

Sooner than soon,

From the Physical…the Avatar chose to disappear…

Homework had been assigned with Divine Content,

…in each intensely intent heart,

Love My Uncertainty were His oft repeated words,

Thus came about a Divine Decision…

Consequently, it was time for a freeze, a hiatus, a comma…

…the Omniscient Master chose to withdraw…

…a purposeful interlude for the Sathya Sai Incarnation,

Only to appear…

Lessons had to be learnt,

Enough time had been spent,

His Children had to let go, grow, learn and become,

This was the intimation of a cosmic test by Beloved Mother Sai,

From each cocoon had to emerge a beautiful butterfly,

That which He wanted them to become,

Overcoming each obsession and obstructing flaw,



The Lord decided to bless the SSSIHMS,

That we may seek within in silence,

Then…the Form melted into Its Own Radiance,

Correct, Connect, Cleanse, Ascend…

Choosing to reside therein till April 24th 2011,

And so,

The significance immense of this time span,

Sai Lent…the duration Sai lent us all,

A Divine Plan,

A Period to draw in an Awakening,

March 2011 was packed with a lot,

Wake up to a sublime way of living and being,

…aesthetics and ethics…

The finesse of enlightened existence…

…brimming magnanimity and largesse,

For all that exists in creation…

Forgive,

Give, give, give,

Peace and Amity,

Come, for the Beloved Master with reverence…

…deep and exclusive, 

Let us steadfastly exude the attitude of Live and Let Live…

Bless our souls with the true spirit of Oneness,

That we may,

Breathe kindred harmony with all beings,

Radiate Santushti For Samasth Shristi,

…such sentiments are imperative,



Herald in a wondrous consequence…

Faith in my Patience and Patience in my Faith,

Encourages a wonderful balance,

For an enlightened way of living an enriching alliance…

Shraddha And Saburi,

Faith and Patience…

…flowing to others…

With myself may this attitude commence…

Day 1 

March 24

Faith and Patience is what pleases 

Sai immensely. So, today let me 

begin my day with complete focus on 

Shraddha...and live out the blessing 

of Saburi



Yet,

It is easy to be nice to…love and serve those who are loving, humble and 

sweet. But the real test arises when we have to love and serve in spite of 

and because of…overcoming hurdles of negative characteristics displayed. 

Perhaps this would usher a response from these temperamental ones…a 

wondrous transformation along with a commitment to serve all too.

Faith and Patience in self and others leads to Love All, Serve All.

Let us Serve love to all,

Only the ones who are sick with ailments need a doctor's attention, 

isn't it?

Let us Love to serve all…

Faith and Patience merges into Love All, Serve All.

All creatures in creation need this love and the onus is upon each of us to 

shower and share this divine love with all. This is true, absolutely.

Those who are innately 'can't help it' rude, intolerant, angry, 

impatient, mean, egoistic, arrogant…need this love more so.Love All, Serve All ka asli 

Mahatva...? Through the moments 

of this day I must ponder upon the 

'all' in this profound message and in 

selfless service my time engage.

Day 2

March 25



Scorching Summer heat perhaps also hints at the burning 

heat resulting from stress related to daily living…ups and 

downs, trials and tests, circumstances and 

instances…through the pendulum swing of life.

The soul is then parched for a few drops of Divine 

Essence…islets of Spiritual Elixir to quench the inner 

thirst…which can only be found through introspection, 

reflection, deep contemplation and meditation…revealing a 

higher…refined pathway along the journey of existence. 

Quench this Spiritual Quest…the soul's sole quest too.

Day 3

March 26

Scorching summer heat. Let me 

quench the extreme thirst of all those in 

need - Water bowls for birds and 

animals in my 

garden/surroundings/ 

neighbourhood. Water bottles to 

adults/children seeking alms at signals 

and other places/construction sites.



Narayan Seva unfolds as –

Awareness of the Lord's Presence in each heart…as the 

Supreme Hrudayawasa. Then on, respecting and serving the 

Narayan in all beings with reverence – Animals, Birds, 

Aquatic Creatures, Humans…catering to their needs of food, 

provisions, clothing, etc.

When one is aware of the Divine as the true indweller one 

rises above inhibitions, biases and prejudices.

However,

What about the God, the Beloved Bhagawan, the 

'Sailent' witness within?

Serve the self…the soul…the Lord residing within 

purified emotions, spiritualised thoughts, words, deeds.

With Constant Integrated Awareness let us awaken our 

inherent divinity.

Narayan Seva...is a blessed 

opportunity to feed the Lord 

Himself...in the guise of the many in 

creation. Grains to the birds, food to 

animals, cooked meals to appease the 

hunger of fellow humans, homeless or 

otherwise.

Day 4

March 27



Along with the flow of innumerable acts of Random 

Kindness for every other being in need…and, the 

opportunities are endless to be a radiant ARK…

…how about a purposeful act of kindness, a 

wondrous favour for our own soul awaiting an 

Awakening…?

A gesture of utmost kindness for ourselves too by 

firmly establishing an everlasting connection with 

the Higher Self.

Allow the river to know itself to be the Ocean.

Awaken to the Supreme Love within…the 

Source of Creation.

All the love Bhagawan showers upon 

me as a Mother, Father, Bandhu, 

Sakha...Sai Natha. Let me share it from 

dawn to dusk and dusk to dawn 

through Acts of Random 

Kindness...becoming a Radiant Ray in 

Sai's ARK!

Day 5

March 28



Time to respect our parents giving them their due. They gave us birth…let 

us shower all our love upon them…letting them know through words of 

appreciation and/or express our intent through thoughtful actions.

So too, let us offer special reverence to the mother and father of all living 

beings – human, animal, bird, etc…aware of their struggle in the wild or 

otherwise, through inclement weather and trying circumstances, yet 

excelling as a parent. Let the flow of these noble sentiments commence 

with Mother Cow and meander through all species. Everything begins and 

flourishes with creative visualisation.

And then, subtly turn inwards to revere and adore the Presence of 

Shiva and Shakti within…the Sai within…the Divine Mother and 

Father of all beings…of all of Creation!  

Our Cosmic Parents remain right within us!

Reflect profoundly on our own divine origin! 

The balancing of our Yin and Yang…(the creative, nurturing, 

sensitive with the reasoning and analytical) help us discover our 

Spiritual Center…leading to a Divine Awakening.

Day 6

March 29

Matru Devo Bhava/Pitru Devo 

Bhava - our parents gave us their 

life, time, soul and support. Make 

parents, all the elderly people I know 

and come across feel so, so special.  

Spend quality time at a Home for the 

Aged and verbally adopt a lonely old 

soul as a parent or grandparent.



As Beloved Bhagawan oft stated – Mother is our first Guru…and then, our 

sacred scriptures enlighten us about Lord Dattatreya and His 24 Gurus!

As we journey along existence, blessed with a human birth, if we tune 

in…in harmony and sync along with eager willingness to learn and 

imbibe…our body, mind and intellect teach us phenomenal things. 

And as we grow in the awareness of the Radiant Presence of Beloved 

Mother Sai within our core…eternally present as our conscience…our 

Conscience promises glimpses of the Ocean of Consciousness. 

The purified conscience then becomes our Guide and deserves the 

status and courtesy of a Guru.

All that guides us from darkness to light…illumining our path through the 

vicissitudes of life and living need to be awarded respect and regarded as a 

teacher.

This Incarnation of the Supreme set a fabulous precedent by considering 

all those from whom He learnt any lesson as His Guru. And, this included 

the five elements, insects, reptiles, aquatic creatures, birds, animals 

and…yes, some human beings too.

Day 7

March 30

Acharya Devo Bhava. Gratitude to 

Sai Gurudeva, Lord Surya - the 

supreme example of a true Karma 

Yogi. Seek a link between the radiance 

of the inner sun and the outer sun for 

an illumined existence. Appreciation to 

all those from whom I have learnt even 

a tiny lesson.



The past gets left behind…we inch towards our goal…the purpose of our 

birth. When gratitude wells we are eager to forgive…when we forgive, we 

surge ahead towards a higher way of living and being.

Gratitude is the process of accepting, cleansing and letting go…it gently 

illumines our own substance, empowers us and attracts a zillion blessings 

from the Universe.

Gratitude and Forgiveness – the most wonderful gifts we can grant 

our soul. 

When it begins with our self and gushes to all…we subtly know an 

elevation. When we are truly grateful for a human birth, we view each 

experience as a lesson…and then we appreciate the bitter, the sweet, as 

well as the bitter-sweet too.

When Gratitude blossoms in the heart it brightens our aura and connects 

us to the now.

Gratitude purifies our core…our true spirit shines…the Cosmic 

Being smiles with arms open wide…and our essence revels in an 

ascension!

Day 8

March 31

Gratitude from the core. To 

Bhagawan for known and unknown 

blessings, to the Cosmos, to the 

Motherland, to the five elements and 

the sense organs, the body, ancestors, 

family, pets, to life and all that forms an 

intrinsic part of living – domestic 

helpers, appliances, vehicles, etc. 



Consequently, steadfast reflection and introspection enhances our 

Sadhana…granting exquisite glimpses of our truth…that we indeed 

are what our Beloved Master always lovingly called us -

'Premaswarupulara…Embodiments of Love'.

In the flurry of material living…as we travel in the fast lane along the 

expressway of life…it is vital to spend time with the self within. 

Power, position, labels, designations, titles, relationships, 

interactions, etc…what has been achieved that is everlasting? What 

is the unchanging truth of our existence?

Reflection and Introspection.

Ponder, inspect, reflect, introspect, and then manifest…a more enlightened 

way of living and being. God descends to a Human Form so that human 

beings may ascend to divinity.

Be aware and beware. Let us reflect, introspect, concentrate, contemplate, 

meditate and contribute to our own ascension…Realise the Self within as 

our core essence…and that of all beings in creation…for realising the self in 

all beings is self realisation.

When we deeply reflect and slip into honest 'introspection'…we determine 

an 'intro' to every 'speck' within…then we can 'shun' (neti, neti) that which 

does not resonate with our truth. Introspection brings illumination!

Day 9

April 1

Spend time in deep reflection 

and introspection. Bhagawan has 

blessed me with so much, what 

have I done with it or overlooked 

to do...have I given life, my family, 

the society, the country, the world 

and universe…my very best?



When we choose to intensify our intent to willfully let go and 

forgive…we transcend all that pulls us down…to gradually 

ascend…awaken to the luminosity within…to then eternally shine as 

the Resplendent Light of Sai.

Negative sentiments…like resentment, grudge, guilt, etc…whether directed 

towards self or others, fuel anger, disturb inner harmony, create 

disharmony around and increase animosity, envy, anxiety, depressive 

thoughts…drowning our entity in the whirlpool of negativity…driving us 

far, far away from the purity of our reality.

Let Go, Forgive, Grow…set your Soul Aglow!

When we 'let go' we allow ourselves to grow…extricating, 

disentangling away from impediments in our path…we rescue our 

soul. So too, when we deeply and consciously forgive, we give our 

essence a fresh lease. When we truly let go and forgive we commit to 

our own transformation.  

And thus, we initiate an energy shift…we feel our heart glow, our emotions 

are at peace even as we experience profound healing of the body, mind and 

spirit. Our aura begins to radiate love and peace.

Deeply let go and forgive myself 

and all those I hold any resentment 

or a grudge against, for as Swami 

says - This quality of Kshama 

(forgiveness) is the greatest power 

for a human being. 

Day 10

April 2



These young buds, whoever or whose ever they may be…like us…are all 

children of the divine. We are mere caretakers. They need our time and we 

need to be present with and for them in the present. Their tender hearts 

and impressionable minds require nourishment and care.

They are the seeds that will give support, protection, shade, fruit as 

well as much required oxygen to the future with their thoughts, 

words and deeds and their roots need a firm grounding factor…a 

spiritual foundation that will enable them to deal with the world 

with self confidence, strength of will and conviction as they grow.

These young ones should be inspired to love their Motherland, revere 

Mother Earth, perceive the beauty of Mother Nature…chase a 

glistening sun ray, dance with the moonbeams, listen/identify the 

chirping music of the birds, reciprocate the love of animals/pets, 

watch a sunrise, revel in the colours of a sunset or a gleaming 

dewdrop…there is no end to what can open them up to the 'vast 

oneness' in creation sewn together only through Divine Love.

Yet, along with the love and affection that you shower on them, gently 

Children are the ones who will inherit the earth. In this day and age of 

electronic gadgets, distractions and attractions are innumerable…and the 

globe is turning into a concrete jungle.

Interactive quality time with 

children. Learn from them as well as 

open them to values and ethics 

through activities that would benefit 

them as well as the society.  Spend 

time at an orphanage.

Day 11

April 3



You have arrived at the doorstep of illumination…now 

experience an expansion of consciousness.

enlighten them that you need reciprocal nurturing too. They need 

to have respect and consideration for all that you do and your 

time too. This will open them to respect and fulfill other people's 

needs without being prompted…as well as reach out to all beings 

spontaneously.

Then again, what about a balance between your own inner child 

and outer adult.

Indulge in what makes your soul smile and gives the you 

inside of you great joy.

The multiple demands of daily life often drain you out…and jade 

your receptivity. Pause a bit…bring to the fore that which has 

been hidden and ignored within…marvel at the beauty of all things, 

breathe in life, the fragrance of flowers, sing aloud with the 

nightingale, ride a bicycle, join a yoga class, sketch a portrait, 

chant from the scriptures…or simply sit in silence, soak in the 

cosmic whisper and radiate love. Become as simple as a child and 

look around you with sweet innocence and gleeful wonderment.



So caught up in the race for material acquisitions, the 

humankind has lost itself in the past making it the basis 

to own the future. As expectations rapidly 

mount…stress does peace surmount. Our true 'nature' 

is forsaken…replaced by endless needs, wants and 

desires. 'Give' is overtaken by 'take'.

What do they mean…?

Mother Nature…Prakriti…along with learning, abundance 

and pristine energy…represents all that is 'natural'.  She 

embodies Ma Saraswati – Learning, Ma Lakshmi – 

Abundance…and Ma Durga – Supreme Creative Energy. 

Mother Nature exemplifies perfect harmony, strength, 

discipline and living in the now, so do all sentient beings that 

dwell within her and form a part of her.

Except human beings!

Let's close our eyes and simply think of the words – Mother 

Earth, Mother Nature and Motherland.

Respect and Appreciation for 

Mother Nature/Motherland. 

Learn lessons of ceaseless giving 

without expectations. Plant 

saplings, adopt and nurture trees. 

Prevent felling and hacking of trees. 

Live and let live. 

Day 12

April 4



Dive in…be Divine.

They symbolise a burst of boundless love from within. They 

represent a giving that seeks no return. There is always plenty for 

every person's need…so long as man learns to pause his greed. The 

'nature' of Motherland is to nurture and care. And, the 'land' 

of Mother Nature abounds with ampleness beyond compare 

for all to share.  Mother Earth embraces with infinite, tender, 

enchanting love…all who upon her sphere are blessed to take a 

birth.

The life of a tree is a true sacrifice. It all begins with the seed planted 

in the soil…the seed grows out and upwards spreading its vast 

branches and green foliage, yet, remains rooted in the bosom of 

Mother Earth…it knows with gratitude its genesis and sustenance 

to be Mother Earth.

So too, the individual soul has sprung from the Soul Supreme. 

The Universe fills our inner core. The Source is within. 



Everyone carries with him this wealth of love right from the 

time of birth. Love doesn't come later. Love is born along with 

our birth. In this world of action it is so difficult to safeguard 

this wealth of love. – Baba

Yet, as we drive along the expressway of life…in the superfast 

lane, it ends up in dusty neglect upon the backseat of this vehicle 

called the body…driven by the mind, accelerated by emotions 

and fuelled by the Arishadvargas – the six inner enemies. 

However, all is not lost. It may be relegated to the backseat but the 

good news is that though dormant…it is still present. Though its flow 

perhaps faces obstructions…with steadfast involvement in our own 

evolvement these can be gradually overcome.

Ah! What a gush of love, what a wondrous burst of a dam from 

within!

Thus, Love is our true inheritance.

Come, let us simply close our eyes and whisper in deep 

awareness – Swami loves me!

Then, if we intently beseech, 

Sacrifice all negative emotions into 

the tender flame of Selfless Love so 

that Beloved Bhagawan's 

Magnanimous All Encompassing 

Prema may flow to me and through 

me to all those around me!

Day 13

April 5



May it heal our soul heralding an awakening –

Waves are we all…floating upon the Resplendent Ocean of 

Love…that is Bhagawan!

Love can burn all negative characteristics…and purify our 

substance. So too, Love can soothe and brim empathy, sensitivity, 

understanding and affinity.

Love is the Shimmering Light of God…and the Light of God forever 

brims Selfless Love.

Let us be consciously aware of the embrace of this Divine 

Love…for it encircles every bit and being in creation.

‘Cherished Lord, kindly fill my heart with Thy Pure Love…let 

this cascade stream my mind. Let this flow of Love from You 

express itself through all my senses…through the eyes as 

glances ever so kind, that the ears may listen to the woes of 

others enduringly, may each breath breathe in Thy Love, may 

my speech be loving and my actions thoughtful. May my life 

convey Thy Peace, Patience, Joy and Compassion.' 



Come, listen to the Cosmic Rhythm in each atom…Awaken to the 

celestial hum of Sohum…overcome, become!

Truth will eventually reveal Itself to the one intent upon seeking Truth.

Truth…Sathya…Sai. Sathya of Sai.

The moment the soul takes its first breath embodying a form…there 

and then commences a journey as well as an entanglement with the 

senses. The travel of an individual moves onward, yet, the purpose is 

left behind. 

What if we proclaim aloud –

'The Sathya of Sai…my 'Sathya' and Sai are One and the same?' 

When the river gushes and swirls to finally reach the Shimmering 

Shores…it loses its identity and knows itself to be the Ocean.

So too, when you consciously let go the clasp on the external or shrug off 

its rigid hold on you…and forgo, renounce…your outer identity, you 

stumble upon…find your True Essence…your Truth reveals Itself to You.

As the intent and the intensity so the revelation.

Truth is beyond that which can be seen, felt and experienced by the senses.

Does the glistening Light of Truth then overwhelm our aura?

Truth beyond Ego. Let Sathya be 

my companion during the hours of 

this day. Let me breathe in and out 

the Sathya of Sai...har shwas mey 

Sai Ki Sacchai! Then may I ponder - 

What is my Truth?

Day 14

April 6



Swami once emphatically made two statements to a devotee 

after setting him on the path of self enquiry asking him to 

constantly enquire – Who am I?

“Love…Love is God, God is Love…Live in Love.”

“Ahamkaaram…”

It took this senior devotee ten years to decipher the latter 

Divine Statement –

Aham plus Aakaar…Aham…I…Atma…is same. 

Aakaar…Form…when it manifests or form gets fixed on 

aham…it becomes aakaaraa…we become individuals.

(The above Divine Statements and its understanding is 

adapted from Prof Bhagia's talk…his personal experience. 

Bhagawan made those statements to him when he asked 

Him how to make use of the Avatar.)



Everything is linked by Divine Grace. It is our Dharma to 

awaken to our Sathya…and when we kindle a quest to know 

our Sathya, we stir Dharma awake. When we choose to adhere 

to Dharma…'Dharm Ma'…Dharma becomes our mother and 

births a new journey for us…towards our Source.

Only beings from the human species having fallen prey to material 

allure are distracted away. Being on the top rung of the ladder of 

creation, it is our duty to respect, nourish, nurture, protect, care for 

all in the spirit of maitri bhav.

The soul transmigrates from one species to another and at long last 

receives a human form. The body undergoes changes from childhood 

to adult to old age, yet, the identity remains unchanged. What is it 

that makes us see, hear, speak, learn…and keeps the body 'alive'…? 

Isn't it our dharma to grant worth to this human birth by 

growing in awareness of the Divine Essence within, the Life 

Force Energy, the Eternal Nature of our reality…?

Every bit in the Universe is observing a Cosmic Law and keeping in 

tune with its Dharma.

The Sun, the elements, the 

rivers...everything in the Universe 

is following a dharma 

devotedly...today let me reflect on 

my personal dharma...and to 

Dharma be true! 

Day 15

April 7



Finally, it is our bounden duty, a dharma on a 

priority basis, to follow the Transcendental 

Teachings of Beloved Bhagawan…to Love all, 

Serve all…all species in His Creation…to Help 

Ever, Hurt Never…illumining our spirit into the 

sphere of Oneness!

It is also our duty to know that, beyond any material 

property and wealth, our only true inheritance is 

love…and nothing should restrict the flow of this love 

gushing as compassion that embraces all beings.

For, only an enlightened way of living will help us 

steer away and release us from the cycle of Life, 

Death and Rebirth. 



A content soul forever exudes peace. 

Contentment is born when we begin to trust the Universe and its 

way…when we have faith in the Self within…when we put a ceiling 

on our desires…when we embrace the empowering energy of love. 

When the 'me inside of me' is happy…our countenance wears a glow, the 

lips smile a genuine smile, artificiality which arises due to the stress of 

material accumulation…be it name, wealth or fame…slips away. 

The heart should constantly affirm and communicate to the mind 

that it is happy, content and satisfied. As we believe so we are!

Prashanti is within…it remains wherever the 'Blissful You inside of you' 

resides. Know 'that' Sai is our core…our Life Force. His Bliss flows 

through us. Live only for the Lord…solely to please Him alone. 

Let us connect, touch, feel and experience this energy through all 

our waking moments…and before sleep overtakes us…lets curl up 

into it…aware that it encircles us from inside out…outside in. 

Peace is then our loving spouse forever. Consequently, the 

Universe and all that dwells in it benefits from our Peace…then, 

our Prashanti is where we are.

Shanti. Inner harmony ensures outer 

peace. Intensify an inner 

synchronisation so as to exude peace 

that benefits me, my loved ones and the 

world. Be happy throughout the day. 

Spread inner joy and the cheer of 

happiness to one and all. 

Day 16

April 8



Ahimsa Paramo Dharma

Each of us is born with the essence of Ahimsa…for Truth, 

Right Conduct, Peace, Love and Ahimsa are all linked…one 

flows into the other so smoothly. However, the basis for all 

is Prema.  

Anger is an offshoot of irritation…when things don't go 'my way', 

irritation stems from impatience, impatience from stress, stress 

from a sense of lack, threat, fear, uncertainty, pressure of work, 

finance, time, etc. Whatever the power, position, success or the 

absence of it, one needs to remain grounded and centred upon 

the truth of their being. Everything begins with a thought, 

the act of violence too originates in the mind. 

Is anger Ahimsa? Checking our thoughts and behaviour, are any 

of us practising true Ahimsa…?

Himsa injures, harms, creates boundaries and walls…whereas 

Ahimsa builds bridges, links with maitri bhav and is a stream of 

harmony that emphasises the radiance within. 

Ahimsa. A feeling subtle yet 

voluminous. Maitri Bhav - kindred 

harmony. All through the moments 

of this day, let my thoughts, words 

and deeds be drenched in the 

fountain of Ahimsa! 
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When the 'I' syncs with the Soul…there is Ahimsa…however 

when the same 'I' relates to the body and mind it converts to 

'Himsa'. The former merges us in Sai in profound oneness while 

the latter takes us away from Him…snatched by material allure 

into the arms of worldliness.

When the superficial i…merges in Aham…beyond the 

akaar…it becomes… 

A Hymn to Sai…Ahimsa…a hymn to Sai.

Sathya, Dharma, Shanti, Prema, Ahimsa together bring balance 

and equanimity.

The truth of the soul is love, peace and equanimity…the true 

meaning of the word human and humanity is Ahimsa!

The Avatar embodied Ahimsa in thought, word and 

deed…yet, what have we perceived and where have we 

reached…what have we achieved?



It is only in the depth of silence that the voice of God can be 

heard. – Baba 

The inner noise is more volatile than the outer clatter.

Then again, there may be absolute quiet in the surrounding…but 

complete disquiet inside due to the play between the senses, 

objects, experiences, the surging of emotions and thoughts that 

are a consequence. 

The senses need to be quietened.

We can walk away from outer noise, shut the door on it…sound proof 

the home…wear ear plugs, however, where can we run from the 

commotion…the clash of thoughts, the upheaval that creates the 

havoc of a mini tsunami within? 

Unrestrained involvement in thinking initiates imbalance. And 

excessive indulgence in conversations lead to an unnecessary 

exchange of talk as well as an energy drain.

Let's deepen silence by constantly committing to be a witness to the 

thoughts and gently bringing, returning the focus back to the 

Only in the depths of Silence...can 

the voice of God be heard.  Quieten 

the noisy chitter-chatter of thoughts 

as well as unnecessary words, 

practise and bathe in the vibrant 

energy of Sailence and Sai!
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breath…to the mantra…by consciously breathing in 

Sai and His Silence…developing an inner 

communication…deeply merging in the state 

beyond any mantra. 

We must 'want and desire' to breathe silence 

within…only then we can manifest Sai…inside 

out…outside in.

Silence the inner chitter chatter…so too, 

whatever the outer commotion…pursue living 

in and exuding the vibrant energy of silence and 

Sai. Then we can view life through the lens of 

Sai…and His Silence!



Social Media…where everything circles around - social approval, status 

and physical appearance. Likes and dislikes. The challenge of numbers. 

Social media is like a tidal wave dragging one away from the shore that 

represents eternal harmony towards the outwardly enchanting vortex 

of all that is external.  It's a tug-o-war between the internal calm and 

the external hullabaloo. It is vital to maintain a balance in this swing 

of the pendulum.

The choice decides the love affair of the soul and how it will end. 

Evolvement into enlightenment or involvement in material 

aggrandisement! 

Time enough for some vital questions -

How will I ever know my own value and worth if I constantly view and 

judge others and allow others to judge and view me..? It can lead 

anyone to be impulsive and offensive too…enhancing ego, arrogance 

and hidden jealousies and the sharp claws of envy and hate. Does 

anyone know the real me? Do I really think I know the other person…?

Extreme indulgences take one further and further away from the truth 

we were born to be aware of, determine and experience…the truth which 
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Curb excessive participation in social 

media. Indulgences in forwarding 

'Forwards' often takes people backwards 

into the clutches of fear. Prayers 

promote Peace. Pray more & harmony 

restore for soldiers, farmers, labourers, 

doctors, police and politicians that 

sadhbhav may prevail.



leads to equilibrium, equanimity, an inexplicable poise, faith and 

believe…inner strength and self-confidence that can never be shaken. 

A 'Eureka…I found it…' stage!

Let us all intently and intensely experience this oneness and pray for 

the benefit of all around the globe as well as our motherland. From the 

meek to the strong, the poor to the wealthy…the farmers to the 

labourers to the soldiers to the politicians…in tune with Tagore's 

earnest appeal - Where the mind is without fear and the head is held 

high…into that heaven of freedom may we all awaken.

A few timeless sentences of Bhagawan elucidated in the 

sequential sessions of Sri Sathya Sai Vahini Series concluded 

recently - 

Constant Integrated Awareness leads to Adwaita Darshanam 

Gyanam – Seeing God everywhere. Be Adarsha Jiva – An Ideal 

Person. Be Ananda Jiva – A Blissful Person. Be Atma Swarupa – 

See and experience Oneness.

(These lectures are held in Prashanti Nilayam by Sri N S Venkateshwaran)



People love to keep their homes clean, yet, when it comes to the 

general environment we often notice an appalling assortment of 

mess…be it at picnic spots, bus stands, railway stations, lanes and 

even on the main roads…quite frequently from public transport, 

autos or from cars too, empty wrappers are nonchalantly thrown 

out. 

Littering reflects an uncaring attitude, lack of ethics and culture as 

well as insensitive disregard and disrespect for the surroundings, 

for mother earth and the motherland. Shirking our moral 

responsibility, we praise the clean and wondrous environment in 

other countries and degrade our own nation.

Each individual has a social responsibility…towards public areas 

and public property. Even educated persons often need to be 

enlightened about social norms and etiquettes.

When we indulge in littering or even overlook indulgences in 

throwing rubbish anywhere else other than the garbage 

bin…it reflects in an inner chaos too, a muddled mess…a right 

Trash it! Garbage belongs in the bin!

 I should focus on inner cleansing 

as well as outer swachhta. Trash 

the trash from the mind and 

environment.
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royal jumble of emotions, experiences and a disarray of 

thoughts. 

Clutter leads to stagnant energy. 

If we do not introspect, reflect, let go of all that doesn't resonate 

or causes a jarring feeling in the heart or doesn't serve our 

purpose anymore…all that is obstructing our peace, our joy, our 

self-confidence, our growth…we will continue to stagnate and 

perhaps another lifetime will be labelled as 'waste'.  Worries, 

regrets, guilt, negative memories…pour it…immerse it all in 

the Fountain of Love within…let's commit to consciously 

breathe in the radiant harmony of Sai.

Attune to the inner truth…an inner knowing that each of us 

is a unique individual that has a lot to offer the 

Universe…and the Universe too is waiting for us to open up 

to our own luminosity beyond the dark clutter of the mind. 

Where there is a will…there is a miracle.



Rivers and water reservoirs are the crowning glory of our Nation. 

Rivers symbolize Mother Shakti…flowing on earth as the evergreen 

gurgling bride of the Creator…bequeathed to empower and support 

creation…a mother to all beings. Thus, rivers embody strength, 

devotion, purity…blessed to refresh, quench, purify, heal and liberate.

Their eloquent service is their silent speech.

Rivers create an environment that supports, sustains all life 

forms…human, animal or plant.  Water is the elixir of life…its vital 

chemical and physical properties are so very crucial for survival. 

Proper functioning of the body…like breathing, muscle movement, 

digestion…is essentially dependent on water and so, the sanctity of 

these water bodies need to be maintained. 

Micro and macro level refined education, enlightenment and 

involvement is necessary to maintain the purity of the movement of 

rivers which cover vast distances selflessly restoring balance while 

refreshingly meeting the needs of all beings.

Now, as we watch a river, its celestial flow does it not subtly 

link us to the river within? 

Respect for rivers. 

Pledge to participate in the 

campaign to clean rivers. Spread 

the crucial message - Polluting and 

littering of rivers and other water 

bodies is a BIG NO! 
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The River of Divine Light that streams forth as pure love with 

an inexhaustive, eternal flow…that cannot be seen by the 

physical eyes yet can be felt and experienced by the warm 

glow within the core. The stream of Soul Essence…the flow 

of Life Force Energy…which knows its source in the 

Shimmering Essence of the One Supreme Who resides in each 

heart. 

Let us examine and introspect if this flow is impeded in any way by 

any kind of inner pollution…? Unrestrained indulgences in the play 

of senses, emotions that surge negative thought processes…can 

hinder and sully this flow, making it more of an ebb than a 

flow…perhaps going on to render it stagnant and extinct. 

Then, doesn't it need to be cleansed, refined or purified 

periodically…through introspection, concentration, 

contemplation and meditation?

The pollution-free, unimpeded, unsullied gush of these rivers 

help us revert to our truth…our purity…the magnificent 

reality of our true nature.



Internet - such a boon for information, communication, interactions 

and exchanges. Yet, there are a few elements of caution that need to 

be employed here. Specially when it comes to children…their 

innocence, their straying away from play time and being in the open, 

venturing into wrong sites, etc…succumbing to the innumerable 

attractions and distractions on display. 

Change in the world scenario, fast pace times and fierce 

competition have heralded immense stress in schools as well as 

work arena…thus, for children, youngsters and adults too, the 

pressure to meet needs and standards is immense. 

At times the vulnerable psyche gets stunned and suffers a 

tremendous setback upon realising that all that glitters is 

certainly not gold.

Mood disorders, a complete burn out and other ailments are on the 

rise as consequences along with emotions are getting progressively 

toxic. The income of doctors too is on the rise! 

A lasting positive support system to fall back on needs to be 

established. Wherein to deal with ordeals, disappointments, 

Focus on enhancing cosmic 

connection, truly priceless, no price 

tag attached – the 'Innernet'...and 

download the 'SaiApp' to benefit 

from the constant channelling of 

complimentary guidance and 

wisdom.
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dejection, sensitive and confusing situations, individuals can turn to 

inner guidance and strength for a way out rather than participating 

in shallow superficial entanglements.

To cultivate an integrated inward association is the need of the 

hour…to deal with the 'charming attractions' of the internet 

in a balanced manner, maintaining self-control, equipoise and 

moderation. 

Through conscious focus on breath…one arrives in silence at 

the threshold of 'Innernet'  Empowerment. From the 

innumerable outer nudges of 'WhatsApp' to the inner prompt 

of 'SaiApp'. As we struggle to establish a foothold outside 

why not gain from the infinite, eternal wisdom of the entire 

Universe which exists within…? Our heart is an Inn and as 

Hrudayawasa…Sai resides therein. Should we not remind 

ourselves that the Supreme Being exists within in 'Sai Inn'…?

A Spiritual Oasis in the middle of the steaming sands of the 

physical world.



Every creature in creation has its origin in the Creator…and thus 

belongs to Him. We are all caretakers for our 'own' children as well 

as all those that are 'owned' by Him. Creator – creature – Creator. 

This is the journey. This is the Cosmic Play. Like the waves that dance 

upon the bosom of the Ocean has a fleeting 'life' of its own…till it merges 

once again to know itself to be the mighty Ocean. Just like the sun and its 

rays…the shimmering moonbeams and the moon…the flower and its 

fragrance…the essence is Oneness.

Adwaita Darshanam Gyanam…we have to see, know and experience 

Him in all…reach out and serve the Him in all…if we do not perceive 

Bhagawan in all…have we understood Him at all…? How far away 

from Him…His All- Embracing Love have we strayed…?

Let's ponder upon the following words of Bhagawan (extracted from 

radiosai journals 10/01MAY 12/04) -

In fact once, way back in 1968, Swami took the hands of two elderly 

American devotees in His hands and He said “And I want to share 

with you something you must never forget.” He said, “In the end, in 

the final analysis when the body turns to dust and everything is 

gone, what will matter is not how big a house you had or what type 

Can any animal or bird be called a 

'stray'...when every being belongs to 

Mother Sai? Swami once referred to a 

village dog as – Shuddha Atma and 

ordered, “Feed Kuttan first!” Care of 

animals in respective areas - feeding, 

spaying, dressing of wounds, medication 

or any veterinary assistance. Learn 

loyalty and gratitude.
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of car you drove or how much money you had in your bank 

account. The only thing that will matter is how much love you have 

shared with all of creation.” And then Swami paused and said the 

next part. He said, “How much love you have shared with all of 

creation in every single moment of your life.”

“Foster the tiny seed of Love that clings to “me” and “mine.” Let it 

sprout into Love for the group around you and grow into Love for all 

mankind and spread out its branches over animals, birds, and those that 

creep and crawl and let the Love enfold all things and beings in all the 

world. Proceed from less Love to more Love, narrow Love to expanded 

Love.” – Baba

“Why should you argue that animals, beasts and birds are bad?  

Each is treading its own dharma. They have greater cooperation 

and mutual love than even men.  

Man can live better if he learns from the animals. 

When the Lord incarnates, He has as one of His tasks the 

protection of sadhus, of beings with quiet, innocent natures.  

Among animals are countless sadhus, remember.” (Sathya Sai Baba in 

a question and answer session – Peggy Mason's Magazine, Summer 1996)



From 'I, Me and Mine'…when we reach an overwhelming 

enthusiasm for 'us'…we are born into the belief…the 

harmonious vision…of one family, one earth…oneness in 

creation. The word 'Enthusiasm' knows its origin in the 

Greek word – Entheos…which unfolds to mean – The God 

within!

The word 'us'…is the guide that leads us to love the God 

within ourselves and all. U S – Universal Seva!

When there is only One and no other how can there be 

hatred, scorn, envy, greed…? Even if we do get annoyed at 

times, should we hold an unceasing grudge…? All our actions 

are based on opinions already formed. The present is decided 

by experiences of the past, which may have gathered and 

stored apprehensions, dread, fear, humiliation, etc…in the 

deep recesses of the mind. Consequently, we constantly end 

up judging, blaming and reacting to people and 

circumstances, events and occurrences.   

Shun scorn, open up to Oneness 

beyond I, Me and Mine. Respond not 

react. Don't try to own the last word. 

Patience with self and others in the 

midst of traffic jams, whether 

concerning the mind, emotions, 

people or vehicles.
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Resentment harms and hurts…ego puffs up pride and 

arrogance…and it only wounds and injures the person who 

holds it. The atoms and cells, each drop of blood in our body 

along with our soul essence…should be assisted to release 

accumulated sentiments. Through inner cleansing we arrive at 

the threshold of peace…then we shine with the luminosity of 

patience, negative reactions fade away…positive response takes 

the lead at the centre stage of this drama of life. 

Come, let's consciously tune in, and with each inhalation 

reconnect to and revivify the melody of Sai…allow it to 

cruise through our body, mind and soul. 

The hum of Aum…which knows its genesis in 

Sai…resounds in the heart of all beings.



Mind, body, heart and soul, as a whole…is the most potent and 

compelling communication centre…that is, if and when we are 'aware' 

of the SIM within. A body can be compared to a cell phone. Requisite 

for the battery is fulfilled by – Life Force Energy…constantly 'charged' 

with every breath. The 'battery charge' remains continuous when we 

stir awake to the fact that each mortal breath is linked to the Divine 

Breath - we breathe in what the Beloved One breathes out! 

But can the cell phone be used for communication without the 

SIM card in its place?

So too, there is a luminescent centre within…where a Cosmic 

SIM has been placed to endorse a refined transmission.

This is true for all beings. 

However, it's Presence has been overlooked and ignored. All we 

need to do is consciously be aware of its existence and be 

receptive. 

Oft times we need to reboot our system too…release all labels and 

identifications, cleanse rigid views that are obstinate impediments, 

Discover the most significant 

meaning of SIM card – Sai In Me.  

This sentiment fills the heart with 

delight bringing joy to all, as it helps 

connect to the Sai in me with the Sai 

in all those around me!
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step back, withdraw from the outgoings of the senses, 

step in and reconnect to our Higher Soul. 

It is crucial to determine our priorities.

I am in every heart. 'That' is the temple where I 

dwell! - Baba

The rays of the sun reach us with its warmth and 

light from millions of miles away…and the 

moonbeams pirouette around us cooling and 

refreshing us…distance is no bar.  

Then, can we imagine the range of the radiance 

within….the luminous effulgence of the light 

within…the power of the SIM within….? 

Come, dear ones, let's revel in this inner SIM…the 

'Sai In Me' blissfully!



Another wonderful seva is to be a good listener. Sometimes people 

simply need to talk things out, vent out what's bothering them. 

They are not seeking solutions, or dos and don'ts, or perhaps, ifs and 

maybes…they just want to release the excess baggage in their heart and 

mind. Any opinions will only add to the toxicity of the situation. 

Listening in silence and emitting silent vibes of peace and love…make 

our understanding and empathy grow. 

Let's 'listen' to a true tale -

Once in the lecture hall at Prashanti Nilayam, even as the talk by 

Sri NS Venkateshwaran commenced, an unusual visitor came and 

parked 'itself' in the centre aisle. 

It was a dog!

He sat there in the same position through the entire lecture…for 

1hr and 10 mins…! After the lecture no one could find him. The 

seva dal members at the entrance had not seen this 'four legged, 

tail wagging happy heart' walk in or out of the lecture hall. Next 

morning, Shri Nanjundaiah, ex Controller of Examinations – Sri 

Sathya Sai University, came early to the Mandir met Shri 

Venkateshwaran and asked, “Venkatesh…did you deliver any 

Be a good listener, help a person 

vent the reservoir of feelings, stress, 

etc. Refrain from giving any opinion 

or try to control anyone, be it a family 

member, friend, colleague or just 

anyone else. 
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lecture yesterday…?”

Upon an affirmative reply, Shri Nandunjaiah astonishingly 

revealed, “Swami came in my dream this morning and said that 

HE came to listen to your lecture and HE heard every word of 

what you said. Swami asked me to go and meet you and to tell 

you that HE loved your talk.” 

God or Dog? Myriad are the forms He assumes to come before us. 

Maya…the veil of ignorance stops us from recognising the Supreme 

One. 

Assuming any form as per His Sweet Will, if He…the Omniscient 

One, can 'sit and patiently listen'…can't we all…? 

Accordingly, let us also take a step further and in silent 

contemplation, listen to Him whispering volumes within…for 

silence is the language of the spiritual seeker.

We heard the Lord speak…did we listen? He is still speaking from 

within…however, are we ready to 'spare' some time to listen in 

to Beloved Him?



So we learn a lot as we trek, travel, tour through school, college, 

university…going on to explore various fields and earning titles – 

engineer, doctor, astronaut, teacher, mountaineer, etc. 

We move, get transferred, shift homes, relocate, discover places, 

scale formidable peaks…yet, where have we reached…do we win 

anything…if we do not pause to peek within…?

For the soul…wherever the body stays it's an 'eternal' 

transit halt…the permanent abode remains within the Ocean 

of Shimmering Light…in the Evergreen Glades of the 

Forevermore. 

Even as we get immersed in self scrutiny…and weed out all that's 

not required, we notice our poise, our emotional health and total 

wellbeing improves. The intense intent of Paschatap…repentance 

and Prayaschit…atonement ignite a spiritual flame within…that 

sever the knots gained by karma and karmic interaction. 

Then, can anything or anyone stop us from a voyage into 

self-discovery…? How about navigating an expedition to 

Honest self scrutiny, antah karan 

mey jhank kar, face and uproot 

negative qualities obstructing 

spiritual growth. Awaken to the 

word 'Spiritual' – true to the spirit, 

beyond mundane, mechanical 

rituals!
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cruise into silence…into the Light of Wisdom…into 

the realm of Pure Love…? 

As Beloved Bhagawan exhorts – The Spirit of Love 

is Spirituality.

Bhagawan also says, “Start early, drive slowly, 

reach safely.”

Through this profound communication is He relating to 

a journey from one place to another or our spiritual 

voyage…which He states needs to be fulfilled with Purity, 

Patience and Perseverance…?

If we keep postponing our spiritual 

endeavours…will we ever be able to overcome the 

firm clasp of attachments to the body, to people, to 

things, to thoughts, words, deeds…as we face the 

embrace of age…?



Why not Sai…? Why not Sai…? Why not Sai…? 

Our perennial quest perhaps leads us to a few questions 

and a whisper from our inner voice - Beloved Lord…Who 

are You? Who am i…? What is my relationship with 

You…?

What if we consistently repeat - I am in Sai…Sai is in 

me…Sai and I are One? 

Oh! What a beautiful flow of sentiments these statements 

release within the core…an overwhelming stream of 

love…that gushes to encircle one and all. If each of us feels 

and experiences a similar divine pulsation, what a 

difference it will make to the environment…to all life…to 

Mother Earth. 

From Wifi…to My Sai…from the external tryst with 

technology to a wondrous mystical rendezvous…to 

touch, skim…the surface of the fathomless depth 

within…that brims with a timeless discovery of 

No to 'Wifi', spotlight on 'Why Not 

Sai?' Study Sai Literature, spend time 

in sannidhi with Sai...the Supreme 

Absolute Infinite...yet, so close - 

Swami And I. Understand the Essence 

of Sai, enhance love, empathy, 

sympathy, tolerance. 
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ancient wisdom, intuition, pure love, 

inexplicable bliss…an awakening into our 

own light, our own radiance…a realisation 

that it is not different from the Translucent 

Shimmer of Sai. 

Pause 'Wifi', commence a rendezvous with 

'My Sai'! 

Let's tune in to the Cosmic 

Frequency…where the access point is our 

own soul…and our time and keen intent is 

the only 'fee' required for this 'Divine 

Exchange of Energy'!



The present is immensely potent and has immense potentiality to 

herald in a transformation as well as an awakening.

Ideas, beliefs, emotions…give rise to and become thoughts, thoughts go on 

to become words…and words spill and flow as actions. Let's watch our 

time and time our watch with a focussed start exemplifying Bhagawan's 

maxim: 

WATCH – Your Words, Actions, Thought, Character and Heart. 

Each alphabet of WATCH when put into practice in a befitting manner gets 

a response from the other…revealing an excellent interconnectivity.

Everything around us is pure energy…only the vibrating frequencies 

are varied. Keeping in tune with the Universal Law of Attraction, 

which never ceases to operate, we attract unto ourselves what we 

constantly think about. Blame game, gossip, judging, criticising, etc…will 

always attract similar situations for us. Blame game is an energy 

drain…it prevents us from taking responsibility and reaching a 

suitable solution. 

As we grow, perhaps by watching others, our mind is programmed to react 

if things don't go our way, or if we are slighted, etc. Then, for our own 

ultimate progress don't we need to shift our mindset if it is repetitively 

indulging in negative thinking? 

The circumstances of the outer world corresponds to what's 

No indulgence in Blame Game. No 

standing on Judgement. No Gossip. 

Rise above criticising, grumbling and 

dwelling in the past. Learn lessons, 

accept, adjust, appreciate and move 

ahead in the Now. 
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happening in our inner world which is the domain of the 

subconscious mind and thought processes. 

Consequently, perhaps we need to reshape, cleanse and 

reprogramme our mind…consciously let go, brighten and lighten our 

inner sphere.

A mere thought from the Cosmic Being, the Supreme Purusha brought 

forth the genesis of the Universe…of Creation. Our thoughts too can 

manifest abundance for us…physical, mental, emotional, financial and 

spiritual wellbeing…as well as bring reprieve, relieve and release to fly 

unchained and free. However the choice rests upon us…to delight in 

the power of thought that fosters empowerment, enlightenment and 

liberation…or remain feterred with clipped wings to thoughts that 

fester suppression and limitation.

Did you know about the word HABIT? 

Remove H - A Bit remains; 

Take away A – Bit still remains; 

Erase B – It persists; 

Finally upon eradicating 'I'…habit dissolves.

Come, in the present moment, in the now, let's leave the I behind and 

blissfully glisten and swim in HIM…in the Sparkling Transcendental 

Ocean that is SAI.



Samastha unfolds to mean Entirety…Sum 

Total…Complete…the Whole…the Brahmand! 

Now, let's close our eyes and say aloud – 'Samastha'…what 

image does this word evoke? 

Does it bring to the mind a Divine Sight…a supreme joy-

in-the -heart vision of Bhagawan with His Arms lovingly 

open wide, with a beatific smile on His Divine 

Lips…embracing the entire creation…? 

Ah! What a supreme cascade of limitless love!

For us all…only He is the truly 'Beloved'…however, for 

Bhagawan, every bit and being in His creation is His Beloved. 

If we desire to live solely to please Swami…then there 

arises a question and an intent quest – 

What is it that pleases Him…?

Perhaps an all expansive love…a deep harmony between 

man and man…man and rest of 

creation…plants/animals/birds/aquatic beings…a 

brotherhood…maitri bhav…tolerance, 

patience…understanding…?

An Eternal Commitment -  

Contemplate the immeasurable 

vastness of Samastha Lokaah Sukhino 

Bhavantu...Samastha Jeeva Sukhino 

Bhavantu. Peace for the sentient, 

insentient, incarnate or disincarnate in 

all the realms and spheres. Know the 

Supreme Creator in every atom of 

creation.
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When there is a lack of wellbeing in the plant and animal 

kingdom it does impact humanity.

Samastha Lokah Sukhino Bhavantu…let us for a moment 

deeply feel this mantra…feel for the universe. Does it stir 

the heartstrings with wondrous sentiments…the 

harmonious music of Oneness? Wherever we may be 

situated, whatever the rush hour traffic in the mind, a 

simple prompt from the soul, a one second indulgence to 

pronounce this intonation…makes us unify in a Cosmic 

Embrace. 

This is when Love brings out the Verse in us 

connecting us all…UNI Verse…One Verse…!

We do not know the urgent situations that any being may 

be facing - it could at the work place or at home, in the 

street, in the forests, rivers, or in the sky, in oceans deep 

or the mountains way up high…across continents 

circumstances that cause hurts, wounds and immense 

disturbances…people who can, yet out of fear, do not 

speak…or animals/birds who protection seek.

Consequently, every breath of our life should be in sync with 

this chant…this mantra should become us. US = Universal 

Seva! This 'us' makes us all UNITE…which unfolds to 

communicate – Universe N I Together Eternally…UNITE! 

This truly selfless prayer benefits the entire cosmos as well as 

the one who chants it. It surges and burgeons wholesome 

love, light, mercy and the grace of sublime benediction…for all 

the realms, all the spheres...for all entities – incarnate, 

discarnate, embodied or otherwise…animate, inanimate…sans 

any ban or bar.

It is this expansive love for the 'Samastha'…and all that exists 

therein…every being and each atom…and the reciprocal love 

from creation that causes and attracts an Advent of the 

Divine. 

Let us hum this hymn and surrender our intently intense 

invitation…our call…our Avaahan to Him…for creation 

needs His Grace and Him.



Temperatures are rising. Rivers are going dry. Smoke is replacing 

oxygen.

The reason given by Bhagawan is that – The heart of man has 

become arid and bereft of compassion…and we are not giving 

Mother Nature the respect that is her due.

Then, how can we bring about a change? What are the choices we need 

to make? What should we surround ourselves with…reality or myth…? 

Is the outer real or that which is prompted by our conscience? 

The outer leads to a vortex of desires, the inner to something 

higher. 

The outer is tempting, the inner enchanting. The outer leads 

away, the inner shows the way. Very often the outer brings 

disappointments galore, the inner has a divine appointment in 

store. The outer leads to a rueful sigh…the inner to Beloved 

Mother Sai.

Let's know Bhagawan's Presence in the now and recite to Him this 

verse from the book 'Mother Sai' and experience a response -

“You must have beckoned me through lifetimes gone by, 

Your Compassion my mission. 

The constant flow of Your Love, 

Mercy, Understanding my lesson. 

With conscience as my guide let me 

be beside each being that needs 

me…just as You are, Swami. 

Santushti for Samastha Shrishti.

Day 31
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As Rama, as Krishna, as Shirdi Sai,

And, 

Now…on the bed of my Karma as I lie,

I can only think of You, O! Sathya Sai,

You are Rama, You are Krishna, You are Shirdi Sai,

Come in response to an anguished cry,

To rekindle love and compassion in hearts gone dry…”

To give Mother Nature her due we need to understand that…along with 

humans, the environment constitutes plants, trees, animals and birds too. 

And, the environment is totally affected by human activity! 

We can either impact the environment as would a cyclone or as a Sai 

Clone. Either with sentiments of love drawing peace and progress or that 

which is opposed to love leading to being stagnant and destructive.

Desire and Reside…two words with same letters spelt differently…and so 

opposed in meaning…when we weed out desires we find that the Lord 

resides within. 

Where there is God there is love, true…then again, whenever and 

wherever there is a flow of pure love…there and then…there is 

God…we experience God. From the seed of love sprouts the 

evergreen tree of compassion.

With Prema and Gratitude as our companion, as we journey on with the 

wings of Giving and Forgiving…whispering constantly the four magical 

words for paschatap and prayaschit…taken from the ancient Hawaiian 

system of Ho'oponopono – I  Love You, I Thank You, Please Forgive 

me, I am Sorry…the passion for compassion is enhanced. 

Till the final merger the mission is eternal.

What is it that makes the sun hasten its rays across the universe to give 

life, light and warmth to all, what makes the clouds shower rain, what 

makes the trees give forth fruits, fuel, fodder and shade, what is it that 

makes the rivers stream joyfully cleansing, refreshing, quenching the thirst 

of all…what makes the Earth sprout plants, trees, fertile soil, grains and 

vegetables…what is it that makes a mother forgo all and give every second 

of her life, her every breath to her child? 

A service available sans distinctions and barriers…isn't it a flow of 

love and compassion, peace and goodwill?

Then, where are we placed in the Cosmic Scheme of Equity? 

Compassion creates empathetic awareness of all sentient beings. It is 



compassion that makes us pray for rain where there is drought…light 

where there is ignorance, food where there is hunger, water for the thirsty, 

peace where there is violence, harmony in the midst of chaos, solace for 

those bereaved and disturbed, prosperity where there is a lack, strength for 

those who need, health for the ones afflicted and love for those whose 

hearts are bereft and arid.

Come, let us brighten and bathe our aura in the golden-pink hues of 

'Karuna Bhav'. May the sentiments of Compassion overcome the 

dearth of daya and sahanubhuti within…drench the heart with the 

swift torrent of amity and harmony, revive the word human and 

awaken forgotten humanity.

A flow of compassion gushes forth when we are receptive to the 

communication from our core. And…when compassion becomes a way 

of life we reflect an eternal communion with our Higher Soul. 

Oneness with Bhagawan…with the tender-hearted, magnanimous Grace 

and Mercy of Mother Sai. When the lotus petals of our heart chakra 

blossom…our essence revels in an awakening dance…in perfect 

rhythm to the exquisite ballet of compassion that swirls and 

encompasses all beings in creation.



Thus, if we really would like to make a difference to our own selves, our 

immediate families, to the society, the environment, to the world and 

creation as a whole…if we really would like Bhagawan to know we Love 

Him…it has to be through a firm commitment to an enlightened way of 

living…a steadfast pledge to spread illumination through our thoughts, 

words and deeds.

Eight are the flowers that please the Lord as elucidated by Bhagawan - 

Offer Him the Flowers of non-violence and sense control, 

compassion on all creatures, forbearance and peace, penance, 

meditation and truth above all…these are the flowers dear to the 

Lord.

Then, shouldn't our Aradhana for our Aradhaya…the worship offered to 

our Cherished Beloved…involve these flowers as specified by Him?

Let this span of Aradhana with regal earnestness continue on 

beyond…to become a lifetime effort, every breath a monumental 

commitment to Him…a true offering of a beautiful rhythm to the 

Supreme Cosmic Being! Forever One with the Precious One, 

Beloved Bhagawan...identify, amplify, fortify an infinite 

communion with Beloved Mother Sai.

Let us honour the matchless magnanimity of Sathya Sai. Deepen an 

Aradhana Divas
April 24

 

Of what use is it to have known the Avatar of this age if we do not put 

His Teachings into action? 

When we look around and within, we notice that tolerance is scarce, 

forbearance negligible and patience remains only in theory.

Our actions reflect our Master. If we claim to be His devotees then we 

should tread with care…our words and actions as we interact in the 

world are under constant scrutiny. More importantly, Bhagawan as 

Antaryami, knows all that we do and all that we don't…can we hide our 

thoughts from Him?

It is the attitude of humility and gratitude, 

That the Cosmic Being...granted me the ability...

…the open mind, tender generosity, 

That inexplicable sensation in my heart which makes me feel -

It is not how much I give,

It is the sentiment of awe in what I am allowed to give,

An Inner Force compels me to give!



To Give is to Live. Life is all about living only to please Bhagawan. Life is 

also a journey of awakening from i to Sai...from being to becoming...living 

the compassion of Sai. Consequently, it ought to manifest itself 

thus...prompting, precipitating an increase in compassion leading to an 

expansion in consciousness. 

It should then culminate in the celebration of Sai - within and 

without...and it is fundamental that Cherished Mother Sai has to be 

celebrated in every being, in every inch and atom that surrounds us.

understanding of what He means to us and what we mean to Him. 

Recognise Bhagawan as the Source, the origin of all life forms, of human 

values, of the five elements. Each episode of the Sathya Sai Avatar 

exemplified the vitality of compassion, the illustrious virtue of 

impeccable giving…steering humans towards humanity. 

The onus is upon each of us that adores Him to cherish Him, His Presence 

in the mineral, plant, animal and human world, so too, in every speck of 

the cosmos…for…He is the Cosmic Being.
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